LABORATORY SERVICES
Biological Samples - Collection, Packaging and Transport
COVID-19 Context
The laboratory's responsibility in issuing reliable test results is very great,
as it can directly impact the care decision, be it a diagnosis, a definition of
prognosis or therapeutic monitoring. The literature shows that 70% of medical
decisions are made based on a laboratory exam.
Studies carried out in different health reference centers, related to errors
in laboratories, found that approximately 60 to 90% of laboratory errors found
are a consequence of the lack of standardization in the pre-analytical phase.
Therefore, it is extremely important to implement more rigorous methodologies
for detecting, classifying, and reducing these errors.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the decision to test a
patient must be based on clinical criteria and epidemiological factors. In the
current pandemic facing the world, testing for COVID-19 in asymptomatic or
mildly symptomatic individuals should be considered in cases of individuals who
have had positive contact with SARS-CoV-2 patients.

Laboratory tests

The WHO recommends that during the pandemic, all patients who show
suspicious signs and symptoms for COVID-19 should be tested for the SARS-CoV2 virus. The test does not preclude laboratory research for other pathogens that
generate community pneumonia, since co-infections may exist, however, even if
another respiratory pathogen is found, the test for COVID-19 must be performed.
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The correct performance of collection procedures, storage and transport
of samples is related to the quality of the results provided by the laboratory,
aiding decision making and patient care.

Sample collection

Health units must ensure good communication with laboratory units. It is
recommended that the laboratories have specific flows for identifying patients
requesting tests for SARS-CoV2 research.
Collections should be carried out in accordance with institutional protocols
and the recommendations of health regulatory agencies.

PPE - Personal Protective Equipment

During collection, the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) is
mandatory:
• Procedure gloves
• Cloaks
• N95 mask
• Caps
• Eye protection device.

Sample identification
All tubes must be identified with the patient's data and other information
necessary for their traceability. In addition, it is important to define a specific
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identifier (eg label, pen color, etc.) to differentiate the tubes collected from
patients suspected of SARS-CoV-2 contamination from other materials.

Biological fluids that can be tested

The Brazilian Society of Clinical Analyzes (SBAC) published a technical
report in March 2020, which reports that both upper respiratory tract fluids
(nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal secretion, nasopharyngeal aspirate / lavage,
nasal aspirate), and those of the lower respiratory tract (sputum ,
bronchoalveolar lavage, tracheal aspirate) can be used and their choice will
depend on the resources available and the patient's clinical status.
The CDC recommends the simultaneous collection and testing of upper
respiratory tract samples (nasopharynx AND oropharynx swabs) for all cases, and
lower respiratory tract sample (sputum, when possible) in cases of patients with
productive cough.
• Nasopharyngeal secretion: Use only synthetic fiber swab with plastic rod.
Perform the institutionalized swab collection procedure. Always use two
swabs, one for each nostril. After collection, immediately insert them into
the vial containing the virus transport medium.
• Oropharyngeal secretion: Use only synthetic fiber swab with plastic rod.
Perform the institutionalized swab collection procedure. After collection,
immediately insert them into the flask containing virus transport means, do
not use the same tube used for the nasopharynx.
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ATTENTION: Never use a swab with wooden rods or containing calcium alginate,
as they may contain substances that inactivate some viruses and inhibit the PCR
test.
• Aspirated or nasopharyngeal lavage, bronchoalveolar lavage, or tracheal
aspirate: Collect 2 to 3 mL of the material in a leak-proof container, with
screw cap, dry and sterile.
• Sputum: Sputum induction is not recommended, so this sample should only
be collected from patients with productive cough. Ask the patient to rinse
his mouth with water and then cough hard and directly into the collection
container. This collection must be done in an appropriate environment that
allows the isolation of the patient during its execution due to the
production of aerosol. Collect 2 to 3 mL of the material in a leak-proof
container, with screw cap, dry and sterile.

Transport

The CDC and WHO reinforce that the samples collected for virus detection
must reach the laboratory as soon as possible, and that the proper and safe
handling of these samples during transport is essential.
• Patient samples from suspected or confirmed cases should be
transported as UN3373 “Biological. Substance, category B ”.
• Viral or isolated cultures must be transported as Category A,
UN2814, “infectious substance that affects humans”.
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The RDC nº 20 of ANVISA 2014, which regulates the transport of human
biological material, specifies in detail the appropriate ways of packaging and
transporting biological materials of categories A and B, with safety and
maintaining the stability of the samples.

Storage

The samples can be stored refrigerated or frozen and, if necessary, stored
on dry ice during transport. The freezing and thawing of the samples, repeatedly,
can lead to the loss of the collected material.

Storage temperature Storage temperature
Sample type

Nasopharyngeal
and
oropharyngeal
fluid

Collection material

for analysis within 72

for analysis after 72

hours

hours

2-8 °C

–70 °C

Synthetic fiber swab
with plastic rod and
vial containing means
of transport for
viruses
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Bronchoalveolar
lavage

Leak-proof container
with screw cap, dry

2-8 °C

and sterile.

–70 °C

Leak-proof container
Sputum

with screw cap, dry

2-8 °C

–70 °C

2-8 °C

–70 °C

2-8 °C

–70 °C

and sterile.
Biopsy or
autopsy tissue,

Sterile saline

including from

container

the lung
Blood sample

Collection tube

Storage temperature Storage temperature
Sample type

Collection material

for analysis within 48

for analysis after 48

hours

hours

2-8 °C

–70 °C

2-8 °C

–70 °C

Endotracheal
suction,

Leak-proof container

washing /

with screw cap, dry

nasopharyngeal and sterile.
aspiration.
Leak-proof container
Pleural fluid.

with screw cap, dry
and sterile.

Source: CDC e WHO (references 1 e 8).
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Laboratory methods: CRP and Serology for COVID-19

Like the coronaviruses responsible for SARS and MERS, the SARS-CoV-2
virus has already been detected in feces, however, it is unknown how long it
survives, which is why there is no defined protocol for its research on this
material.
• CRP
According to WHO and CDC, the gold standard for laboratory diagnosis of
COVID-19 is the reverse transcriptase reaction, followed by the polymerase chain
reaction (RT-CRP) for samples collected in the upper or lower respiratory tract.
The serological test identifies the presence of specific antibodies and
proteins produced in response to infection. These antibodies can be found in the
blood and other tissues of people who tested positive for infection using the RTCRP method. The results of the antibody tests are important in detecting
infections with few or no symptoms.
According to the WHO, the sensitivity of the test varies according to the
origin of the sample of respiratory secretion, being 93% for bronchoalveolar
lavage, 63% for nasal swab and 32% for pharyngeal swab (2).
• Rapid tests
The WHO recommends the performance of a rapid test (using the
methodology

called

immunochromatography

or

chemiluminescent

immunoassay) in suspected patients for COVID-19, as it assists in clinical
management and outbreak control, and points out that it should always be
performed with the monitoring of a professional specialized in clinical analysis.
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SBAC published a technical report on the analysis of the package insert for
the Rapid Test Kits of the main manufacturers operating in the Brazilian market,
currently, and reached the following information:
 Sample types (serum, plasma, whole blood) - Analyze the instructions
for the reagent used.
 Specificity: The specificity cited by KIT manufacturers for IgM antibodies
varies between 95% to 96%, according to the manufacturer. For IgG
type antibodies it ranges from 95% to 98%.
 Sensitivity: Regarding the sensitivity for IgM antibodies, all
manufacturers report 85% and for IgG type antibodies it ranges from
95% to 100%.
 Cross Reactions: Research reports testing cross-reactions with positive
samples for anti-influenza A virus, anti-influenza B virus, anti-RSV, antiadenovirus, anti-syphilis, anti-H.Pylori, anti-HIV, anti- HCV and HBsA,
and that the results showed no cross-reactivity.
 Test limitations: one of the manufacturers claims that the hematocrit
level of the whole blood tested can affect the test result and states that
the sample hematocrit value must be between 25% and 65% in order to
obtain accurate results.
 Interfering: one of the manufacturers states that the tests carried out
did not show any interference from the substances mentioned below
up to the indicated concentrations: Triglycerides up to 50 mg / dl;
Hemoglobin up to 1000 mg / dl, Ascorbic acid up to 20 mg / dl, Bilirubin
up to 60 mg / dl, Cholesterol up to 6 mmol / L (approximately 232 mg /
dl). None of the inserts mentioned that positive and negative controls
will be provided with the reagents.
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 Sample stability: serum or plasma: 2º to 8ºC up to 7 days; storage below
-20ºC is quoted by one of the manufacturers, which however does not
specify the maximum time. Whole blood obtained by venipuncture: 2º
to 8ºC for up to 48 hours. Whole blood obtained by capillary puncture:
analysis must be immediate

Note: SBAC recommends that, as some sets of reagents for serological tests
were authorized by Anvisa on an emergency basis, due to the seriousness
of the situation and the need to expand the testing of the population,
laboratories carry out the validation of these reagents, since few studies
managed to be published so far.
Remote laboratory tests (rapid tests) were developed to be performed on
portable equipment, which can be allocated in different locations, in accordance
with Resolution No. 302 of October 13, 2005, which provides for the Technical
Regulation for the operation of the laboratories and must be linked to a clinical
laboratory, collection point, or outpatient or hospital public health service.
This same resolution defines that the technician in charge of the clinical
analysis laboratory is responsible for all exams performed remotely by this
methodology in hospitals, ambulatory units, day hospital, collection point,
including laboratory collection at home or in a mobile unit. The choice of the
analytical methodology of the tests, the training of professionals for the
collection, storage, execution of the test and release of the report is the
responsibility of this professional.
At each location where this test is performed, guidelines should be
available for:
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• Acceptable sample type,
• Sample stabilization time;
• Sample restriction;
• Diagnostic and technical limitations of the test (sensitivity, specificity and
interfering factors in the sample).
It is mandatory item in the issuance of the provisional report the complete
identification of the patient, time of collection and performance of the test. The
final report can only be signed by a qualified professional linked to the Technical
Responsible (TR) of a clinical laboratory.

Results

One or more negative results do not rule out the possibility of infection with the
new coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2). Many factors can lead to a negative result in an
infected individual, including:

• Low quality of the sample, containing little material from the patient.
• Sample collected late or very early in the infection.
• Specimen was not handled, stored and shipped properly.
• Technical reasons inherent to the test (viral mutation or PCR inhibition).

In cases with a high index of suspicion and negative results, especially when
only upper airway samples were collected, it is recommended to test a sample
collected from the lower airway.
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Biosafety

According to the WHO, laboratories that carry out tests for the new
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 should reinforce internal security:
• Any tests for the presence of SARS-CoV-2 must be carried out in properly
equipped laboratories and by a team previously trained in the relevant
technical and safety procedures.
• Each laboratory must perform a local (institutional) risk assessment to
ensure a safe place for adequate sample storage and testing for SARS-CoV2.
• Laboratory biosafety guidelines must be followed at all stages.
• The handling and processing of samples of cases with suspected or
confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection for additional laboratory tests, such as
hematology or blood gas analysis, must follow specific guidelines to avoid
contamination.
• The handling of material with high concentrations of live viruses (virus
isolation or neutralization assays) or large volumes of infectious materials
should be performed only by appropriately trained people.
• It is recommended to perform the disinfection with a solution to be defined
by the hospital infection service of the vial and wrapping of the material of
patients suspected or confirmed by Covid 19, before sending it to the
laboratory.
• Initial processing (before inactivation) of all samples, including those for
sequencing and NAAT, must take place in a biological safety cabinet,
properly maintained, and validated or in a primary containment device.
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• All technical procedures must be performed in order to minimize the
generation of aerosols and droplets.
• The appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), as determined by
the institutional risk assessment, must be used by all laboratory staff
handling these samples.
• All material, equipment, benches, tubes, among others, must be
disinfected with appropriate chemical products (0.1% sodium hypochlorite
or 70% ethanol, for at least 1 minute of exposure).
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